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Not every sales interaction requires a slide presentation.
But if your situation calls for a slide presentation and you worry
that your message is not getting through when your
salespeople present to prospects, there are two suspects to
investigate:
Your sales presentation
Salespeople’s  delivery  skills
Examine your sales presentation first. Even average salespeople
do better with a great presentation. If your presentation is for
channel partners – where you have much less control over how
they present – it is especially critical to have a solid
presentation.
You can get too close to your slides. They can seem intuitive
because you've become used to them. That familiarity can
make it difficult to discover more effective ways of conveying
your message.

If you want to tune up your own sales presentation, here is
what a sales presentation consultant would do.

Phase
Review and
revise your
story

1
2
3
4

Step
Clarify the objective and context
Extract and revise, or craft an outline
Reorganize to reduce confusion
Connect dots so your audience gets the picture

Improve the
telling

5
6
7
8

Make your titles work harder
Build more impact in slide content
Ensure graphics reinforce the take-away
Clean up company background slides

Arm your
salespeople

9 Build intrigue into your transitions
10 Stock up on stories

Some companies bring in outside help to tune-up their sales
presentation. Design firms can improve the formatting and
graphics of your existing slides. Sales presentation consultants
help edit and improve the underlying story, messages, and flow.
But if you have the time, consciously taking the perspective of
an outside consultant may help you see your slides differently
to discover opportunities to make them more effective.
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Review and revise your story
A consultant will start with what you want your audience to do
or believe after your presentation. Then they marshal the key
points  you'll  make  to  accomplish  this.  They’ll  prioritize  these  
points and put them in an intuitive order before moving on to
creating or improving individual slides. You can, too.
Step 1: Clarify the objective and context
This is the essential information needed to review and revise
your story.
What is your target market?
What is your typical sales process?
Where in that process does this sales presentation fall?
What is the ideal next step after this sales presentation?
What is your sales challenge?
– Convince a prospect who is shopping to prefer us
– Convince a prospect who is not shopping to want to buy
– Convince a prospect who is stalled to move forward
– Convince a customer to buy additional products
Why do customers buy this type of solution? (Their relevant
needs, goals, or challenges)
Why do customers prefer us? (Our differentiation)
What are the key buyer roles and their key concerns?
(Personas)
What impediments do we encounter regularly when
persuading prospects to buy or prefer your solution?
Write your answers down, even the ones you think are obvious.
Click here for a worksheet you can use.
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You’ll  have  the  information  you  need  to  refer  to  in  one  place.  
For example, to make sure the final slide, Next Steps, includes
options related to what you want prospects to do next.
Step 2: Extract and revise, or craft an outline
Craft or review your outline of the main points outside of a
formatted  presentation.  It’ll  be  easier  to  assess  the  slides’  
relevance to the main story dispassionately. You may end up
using some or most of your original slides. But reviewing the
outline may inspire better ways of making the key points or
identify candidates to delete or move to an appendix.
To use existing slides, extract an outline by pulling from each
slide or cluster of slides the key point that is being addressed.
Here are common outline entries. You'll only need a subset,
depending on your sales challenge:
Issues with your current approach
Benefits you'll achieve by adopting this solution
What capabilities you need to achieve your goals / resolve
your issues
Who in your organization will benefit
How you can apply our capabilities to address your issues
Our capabilities
Our implementation process
Why  we’re  better
Customer case study or testimonial
What IT wants to know about our solution
Company backgrounder
Summary
The context for the demo
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Ideally, your list will be shorter, and based on your sales
challenge. Let’s  say  you're persuading a prospect to consider
buying this type of solution. Your goal might be to get them to
agree to jointly gather more information to confirm your
solution will have the intended benefits in their environment.
Your outline might be:
Persuade to consider purchase
Issues with your current approach
Benefits you can experience
– Customer case study or testimonial
What capabilities you need to resolve these issues
Company backgrounder
– Who we help with these issues
– Customer case study or testimonial
Next steps
On the other hand, if a prospect is actively shopping and your
challenge is to be considered, you might focus on your
differentiation and preparing for the demo.
Persuade to prefer your solution
Who we help with these issues
– Customer case study or testimonial
Why  we’re  better
– Our capabilities and why they matter
– What IT wants to know about our solution
– Company backgrounder
The context for the demo
– How to use our capabilities to address your issue
(Post demo) Next steps
3

Align your content with your sales challenge
In step 1 you set out what you want to convince your audience
to believe or do. Keep your outline brief but make sure it cover
covers the topics necessary to achieve that goal.
If you're convincing your prospect to buy a solution they
weren’t  considering,  start  with  and  focus  on  illustrating the
opportunity or challenge they are overlooking or
underestimating.
Are you overemphasizing some points?
Three  slides  on  what’s  wrong  with  the  current  situation  may  be  
overkill  if  they’re  already  committed  to  buy  a  solution  like  yours.
If you tell people things they already know, they stop listening.
If  you're  convincing  them  to  buy  a  solution  they  haven’t  been  
considering, an in-depth presentation on the range of your
capabilities may be overkill.
Are you underemphasizing points?
If prospects are not actively seeking a solution, you may have to
convince them first that  they’re  overlooking  a  major  
opportunity or living with pain  they  needn’t.  
Are you missing any key items?
Look at the impediments you identified in step 1. Do you
address them? Do you cover each of the key reasons to buy a
solution like yours? How about each of your key advantages?
Do you help prospects understand the magnitude of impact
they’re  looking  at?
Are there points you can omit?
Do they need to understand your
implementation process before they
decide to buy a solution at all?
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Step 3: Reorganize to reduce confusion
Are your slides in the right order?
Look at each customer testimonial. What points does it
support? Does it highlight how important a capability is to a
specific user? Quantify a benefit? Explain why customers
choose your solution? If it supports more than one point,
determine where it will have the greatest impact.
Do you need your company background slide up front?
Probably not if your prospects first have to be convinced they
have  an  urgent  issue  to  address.  Don’t  share  your  background  
slide until your audience is ready to care.

Pixability had been using a good practice from Presenting to
Win: bumper slides to orient prospects on what will be covered
and where they are in the presentation. Salespeople highlight a
different quadrant to signal a new topic.
But this flow structure placed execution and strategy on the
same level. When material is covered that is not relevant to a
specific  buyer  role,  their  focus  will  wander  and  there’s  no  telling  
when it will return.
Changing the bumper slide to a role-based graphic reinforces
the key message while better orienting prospects.
Before

Can you reduce confusion through more intuitive structures?
It’s  especially  easy  to  lose  your  audience  when  you're  covering  
multiple roles, use cases, and capabilities.
Role-based is an intuitive presentation structure for explaining
how a client could benefit from your solution—making it easier
for viewers to follow along and retain more of the presentation.
Here’s  an  example:

After

Pixability developed an integrated solution for big consumer
brands and their agencies to boost the return-on-investment of
their  YouTube  campaigns.  Pixability’s  capabilities  help  different  
people throughout the organization. They help strategists
determine which YouTube content to buy ads for, how much to
budget, and what new content to invest in. But they also help
campaign implementers boost findability and create more
engaging videos. Too often, though, Pixability found that
executive sponsors walked away concluding Pixability was only
helpful with campaign execution.

4
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Salespeople can have a separate slide speaking to what
Pixability does for each role. And they can more easily skip
slides that are not relevant to the current attendees. If one
prospect’s  focus  wanders  while  the  sales  rep  discusses  
someone  else’s  role,  it’ll  snap  back  when  a  slide  for  a  role  
relevant to them appears.
Step 4: Connect dots so your audience gets the picture
Remember your prospects may be intrigued by promises of
benefits but they only believe when they can visualize how
they’ll  use  your  solution  to  attain  those  benefits
It’s  true  that  sales  presentations should be as short as possible.
The more you try to tell your audience, the less they remember.
But not so short that you don’t  connect  dots  for  clients who
need help. Many presentations jump from “Issues with your
current  approach”  or  “Increase profits through better planning ”  
to an extensive list of “Our capabilities.”  If  everyone  in  your  
audience is clear on what they need, that might be ok.

If you want to impress prospects with the breadth of your
capabilities, prepare several use cases to illustrate how they can
leverage specific capabilities to achieve a goal. Take your
audience’s  perspective  and  use  repeated  “hows”  to  make  sure  
you've connected the dots in each use case.    Here’s  an  example.
Speaker:  You’ll  increase  profits  by  using  our  software
Audience: How?
Speaker: (first use case) Through lower shipping costs
Audience: How will our shipping costs go down?
Speaker: Two ways. Our software will:
-

Alert your planners when a slight increase in the initial
order volume can qualify for lower shipping rates
Help your planners quickly evaluate the profit impact
of possible volume incentives

-

You might replace a complex diagram of your solution
components  with  a  table  summarizing  use  cases.  Here’s  an  
example:
How You Can Increase Profits
You  can…
Lower shipping
costs
…

Our solution helps with
Shipping volume alerts
Volume discount simulation
…

To avoid overwhelming your audience, you can fill in the table
with a slide build as you explain each use case.
Alternately, you could show a  list  of  “You  cans”  linked  to  
separate pages where you detail how your solution helps in
each case. This lets the audience focus you on what they care
most about. Pick the structure that works best for you.
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Improve the telling
The critical elements of slides to get right are the title, text
content, and graphics.
Step 5: Make your titles work harder
Once you've finalized your slide outline and sequence, review
the slide titles. They should:
Introduce the key point of the slide
Fit in one-line at 28 points or higher (44 characters)
Feature your client, not you, as the hero.
“Solution  breadth”  is focused on you and leaves your audience
guessing what the point is: “Why  does  that  matter  to  me?”  
“Boost  effectiveness  across  your  organization”  makes  them  the  
hero and gives them motivation to pay attention.

Here’s  another example:
Empirix grew rapidly by solving painful problems for major
retailers and other companies with high-volume call centers.
But some ideal prospects didn’t  realize that they had a problem
because – until those high volume periods – lurking issues arose
intermittently and had limited impact on customer service.
Here are some of the slide titles they used to get clients to act
before disaster struck.
Improving Contact Center Customer Experience by
Pinpointing Elusive Technical Issues (title slide)
Pain  You  Don’t  Have  to  Experience
Three Testing Misconceptions

If one slide has two key take-aways, split the slide into two.

“Misconceptions”  is  a  powerful  word,  alerting  your  audience  
that  they  may  have  been  relying  on  something  that  wasn’t  true.  

Strong titles can intrigue your audience, which is important
when you're challenging the status quo.

Start the excitement on your title page

One company needed to persuade prospects that they were
overlooking an important opportunity. Their slide highlighted
how rapidly the prospect’s  competitors  were  adopting this
solution. But the slide title said:
“Why  This  Makes  Business  Sense.”
The headline should have been:
“Do  Competitors  Know  Something  You  Don’t?”  
Don’t  downplay  your  point,  but  don’t  be  abrasive.  This
statement version steps over the line:
“Your  Competitors  Know  Something  You  Don’t”  
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Here’s  what’s  on  many  sales  presentation  title  pages:
Our Product Name
Our Company Name, Logo, and Tagline
The  Prospect’s  Name  or Logo
Sound exciting? How often does your tagline talk about our
customers and what is better after they use our solution?
Don’t  waste  this  valuable  real  estate.  Mention  how  they’ll  be  
better off after using your solution, like the example above:
Improving Contact Center Customer Experience by
Pinpointing Elusive Technical Issues
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Step 6: Build more impact in slide content

Break long lists into natural groupings

Keep it about them

If you have more than four items, eliminate the weaker items or
look for ways to group them.

Make sure your slide content also features your client, not you,
as the hero. Reword  to  replace  “we”  and  “our”  with  “you”  and  
“your.”
Can you convey it clearly in fewer words?

Look for logical structures within a long list. Structure makes it
easier for your audience to absorb and pinpoint the items of
greatest interest to them.

The text and graphics should be prompts to help the presenter
remember key points to cover and underscore for the audience
what was covered. If your audience can read your points from
your slides, why should they pay attention to you? Try to keep
bullet text to one line. Avoid sub-bullets if possible.

Long lists may combine needs, capabilities, or benefits. Label
each bullet point appropriately. Then separate or organize
bullet points by type so the information is easier to process.

“Understand costs and risk before bidding for contracts or
setting pricing”  is  better  said  as  “Price  and  bid  more profitably.”

Can graphics or tables say it better?

If a long list is all capabilities, cluster them by the roles,
challenges, or benefits they are relevant to.

When you have multiple bullets to cover, use PowerPoint’s  
animation to create a build that exposes each bullet in turn.
That will keep you and your audience on the same page.

Watch  for  lists  of  items  where  there’s  a  causal  relationship  
between items shown as peers. In this list, the first three items
describe how the solution helps achieve the fourth.
Attract more customers
Increase order size
Boost repeat orders
Grow revenue

Eliminate non-essential points

The relationship is better shown graphically.

If your presentation is for channel partners to give and you
believe they need every word shown, consider giving them a
recorded presentation to use instead.

Top salespeople know it can be counterproductive to
overwhelm audiences by marshaling all possible arguments in
their favor. Audiences  can’t  absorb  long  lists.  You  risk  losing  
their attention. Prioritize the most relevant points for your
audience and eliminate non-essential ones.
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If you have some items related to reducing costs and others
related to customer satisfaction, use a table or graphic.  It’ll  be  a  
change from text slides and easy for viewers to parse. Here’s  an  
example.
Benefit
Method
Reduce Costs
Increase Customer
Satisfaction

Higher asset utilization
Faster repairs
Less down time
Lower prices

Avoid non-generic product names and other jargon
Stick to descriptive terms and avoid clever product names.
Research shows prospects – and even customers – rarely
remember non-descriptive product names. If your company
name is OurCo, then refer to your scheduling product in slides
as Scheduler whether you actually call it OurCo Scheduler or
OurCo Caffeine. Stick with a descriptive product name.
Psychologists coined a term to describe our tendency—once we
learn something—to assume that everyone we communicate
with now knows the same things. They call it The Curse of
Knowledge.
Analyst firms invent labels for new technology categories.
Adopt this jargon early and you may be two years ahead of your
customers  and  prospects.  Don’t  assume  your  audience  is  as  
current as you are. If you must use a new term, define it on a
slide.
Your product names and industry acronyms feel so natural, you
won’t  realize  you’re  inserting  obstacles—unfamiliar words—
that will derail prospects from following your train of thought.
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Step 7: Ensure graphics reinforce the take-away
Graphics break the monotony of text slides. They help your
audience see where you are in the presentation. And used
correctly, graphics reinforce your point, making it more
memorable. But counter-intuitive, irrelevant, or overly complex
graphics will have your audience scratching  their  heads.  They’ll  
stop  listening  to  you  while  they  try  to  puzzle  out  the  graphic’s  
meaning on their own.
Here’s  an  example  of  a  counterintuitive  graphic:
One presentation used this vertical graphic to illustrate how the
solution helps clients plan, execute, and
analyze better to achieve greater profits.
There is a natural order to plan, execute, and
analyze. But you analyze so you can do a
better job planning in subsequent rounds.
And  better  execution  doesn’t  improve  
analysis.
A more intuitive graphic could reflect the
cyclical and reinforcing relationship of the
modules.
Analyze

Plan

Execute
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Simplify unnecessarily complicated graphics
Technical experts can find it challenging to explain concepts
simply. Look for a simpler way to convey the meaning of a
complex diagram by writing down what the take-away is – how
would a member of the audience convey that point to someone
at  their  company  who  hadn’t  attended  the  meeting?
Here’s  an  example
Empirix’  sales presentation included technical diagrams like this
one.
Contact Center Application Performance Management

12

Empirix Confidential

When I had difficulty figuring out what points the technical
diagram was making, the response was—“our  technical  
prospects understand and like these diagrams just fine.”  And  
yet, when we inventoried the personas they presented to,
several key players were not very technical.
The  “aha”  moment  came  when  we  started  discussing  what  
those  prospects  who  refused  Empirix’  help  did  instead  and  the  
drawbacks of that approach.

The story came out that large contact centers were often
spread across locations, have many different types of software
and hardware—often from multiple vendors—and many
instances of each software or hardware component. Any single
call coming in or going out of the organization would thread a
distinct path through this system. So when hardware or
software issues arose, the problem would show up
intermittently and unpredictably.
No retailer wants to go into the holiday season or a major
product launch with a lurking problem that could block
customer transactions. Empirix helped pinpoint the problem by
simulating high volume call volumes with a repeatable pattern
that ensured that all system components were exercised.
Empirix’s  data  and  speech  detection  equipment was able to
isolate the issue then verify that it was corrected.
Perhaps the highly technical diagrams worked fine in prospects
that recently experienced this pain—and brought their
technical experts in to fix it. But Empirix needed to reach
business managers who might be dismissing intermittent
problems that they should address before their next high
volume period.
We came up with a set of slides that zoomed in from a 10,000foot down to a 100-foot view of a high-volume call center
operation to emphasize the inherent complexity. Then we
illustrated the randomness of the call pattern using animation.
Bingo.
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10,000 foot

1,000 foot

1,000 foot

Prospects could understand from these slides how a seemingly
minor and intermittent issue could presage a catastrophe later.
And  it  didn’t  take  a  second  longer  to  explain.

10

100 foot

If you must use a complicated graphic, say an overview of your
solution architecture, consider what you want to emphasize.
Then focus your  audience’s  attention  on  the relevant aspect by
greying out all other areas.
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Avoid pointless graphic detail

Eliminate innocuous graphics that only add clutter

Graphic  illustrations  should  convey  the  point,  not  the  designer’s  
prowess. Resist 3D charts. Eliminate distracting details.

Like this one:

There are many websites offering tips for using graphs and
charts, covering issues like when to use pie vs. bar or line charts.
But the most important rule is to keep your graphics as simple
as possible while still conveying the key point.
Here’s  an  example  of  eliminating  excess  detail:

Better

Worse

Innocuous graphics mask problem slides. A value proposition
shouldn’t  be  this  complex.  Dig  into  what  the  real  point  of  the  
slide is and then figure out how to convey it.

Note: Slide:ology has an excellent section on preparing charts
and graphs  with  before  /  after  comparisons.  Nancy’s  rules  in  
brief:
Tell the truth
Get to the point
Pick the right tool (graphic) for the job
Highlight  what’s  important
Keep it simple
Slide:ology also has a helpful example of a clean template
design.
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Simplify your template

Avoid making claims

Simple templates allow the graphics that support your points to
be more prominent. Ornate templates add detracting clutter.

Don’t  claim  innovation,  expertise,  or  leadership.  If  you  have  
relevant expertise, impress your audience through the
examples and insights you provide, testimonials, and the
questions you ask—not by bragging.

Provide your designer with these tips for setting up an optimal
template.
Keep the template elegantly simple
(It’s  not necessary to stick your logo, name, URL, or
copyright notice on every page)
Make titles distinct and more prominent than body text

Prospects  don’t  care  if  you  invented  a  product  category.  They  
want  the  best  fit,  not  the  first.  And  “innovation”  sometimes  
telegraphs  to  prospects:  “Be  an  early  adopter  and  help  us  find  
the  bugs.”  

Set up a color palette to help enforce consistency
Shoot for 30-point fonts minimum in titles and bullets
Use sentence caps for bullets (Like this phrase)

We’re
Innovative

He wants us
to find his
bugs!

Reserve title caps for titles (Like This Phrase)
Step 8: Clean up company background slides
Your prospect is interested in what you can do for them.
Talking about your company when your prospect wants to hear
about how you can help them is one way many sales presenters
lose their audience. Talking too much about your company is a
second way.
Your company background should be short, factual, and
relevant. Clarify whom you help, with what challenges, and how.
Use facts like number of customers or analyst ratings. That’s  
sufficient  to  establish  your  company’s  credibility.  
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It’s  fine  to  cite  the  analyst  who  designated  you  a  leader.  But  
prospects  know  that  past  success  isn’t  necessarily a predictor of
future success. Prospects care most about whether your
solution is the best fit for their needs.  They’re  wondering:  
“Do  you  help  many  companies  like  ours with our problem?”  not  
“Are  you  the  biggest  vendor  around?”
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Keep it short and professional
Keep your company background to one page – two at the most.
Your  prospects  don’t  have  the  patience  to  hear  a  lot  about  your  
company.  They’re  hoping  you're  there  to  talk  about  their  issues.  
If you have a large number of small companies as customers
with  names  your  prospects  won’t  recognize,  cite  statistics  like  
the number of clients instead.
Have a graphic expert clean up, resize, and layout the logos. If
you have a broad base of customers, have interchangeable
slides highlighting clients in each market.

Summary  of  company  background  dos  and  don’ts
Succinctly describe
Do

Tout your vision, mission, values, or history
Don’t
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Mention investors unless a war chest is important
Claim innovation, leadership, expertise—show it
Present one slide on:

And confirm there are no contractual restrictions on
mentioning  a  client’s  name or using their logo.
You might hope that your company background will convince
clients that you understand their issues. The opposite is often
true. Until you impress your prospect with your understanding
of  their  issues,  they  won’t  remember  your  company  
background  details.  They’ll  listen  politely  while  waiting  for  the  
real meat of your presentation. Unless you use your company
background  to  share  a  customer  success  story,  you’ll  be  better  
off covering that slide near the end.

What problems you help with
Your key differentiator(s)

If you show logos, avoid using other graphics on the slide.

Cover it later

Who you help

Customer logos, if their names are recognizable
Do

(or) Customer statistics—(e.g., 4 of the top 5
consumer brands)
Market share or growth rate, if impressive
Organize customer names by segment if possible
Have a graphic professional clean up logo slides
List a lot of unrecognizable customer names or logos

Don’t

Throw logos of random sizes into arbitrary spots
Use a client logo if the contract disallows it
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Arm your salespeople
You've prepared and then constructed—or reconstructed—
your slides.  There’s  more  you  can  do  to  arm  your salespeople
so they appear credible, competent, and interesting. Provide
them with strong transitions and relevant stories.
Step 9: Build intrigue into your transitions
Which will be more interesting to your prospect?
“Now  lets  look  at  our  product  architecture”
or
“Here’s  why  you  won’t  have to budget for any
additional software or integration labor.”
Develop a transition for each slide that reflects why your
audience would want to hear what you cover next. Restate the
prospect’s  reason  for  caring  about  your  product  architecture  or  
other slide content. How is it relevant to their goal? The
answers will suggest better titles.
Use questions frequently. “Where  have  our  clients  seen  the  
fastest return on their investment?”  is  more  interesting  than  
“Here  are  three ways customers use our solution.”
To avoid intimidating your audience, describe each major
section with small numbers:
“To  illustrate  the  different  ways  customers  use  our  
solution,  here  are  three  examples.”  
“Our  solution  has  an  extensive  set  of  modules  to  cover  
the  range  of  scheduling  needs,  but  I’ll  highlight  three.”  

Step 10: Stock up on stories
Humans  are  wired  for  stories.  Our  ears  perk  up  when  they’re  
used. Claims become more credible when illustrated with even
a single example. If you ask a prospect the day after you
present  what  they  took  away,  they’re  most  likely  to  recount  
some interesting story or a surprising fact you shared.
Don’t  shortchange  your  stories by leaving out details
A typical sales presentation might have a customer slide with a
logo and quote. Quotes come in one or a combination of these
forms:
“Our  [revenue  or  profits]  improved  by  [$K  or  L%]  by  using  
ThisCo’s  solution.”
“We  chose  ThisCo  because  they  have  [capability].”
“ThisCo’s  solution  will  enable  us  to  [something  we  couldn’t  
do  before].”
Short quotes are great ways to reinforce a point. But will your
prospects remember this story tomorrow?  What’s  missing?  The  
rest of the story. For a story to be memorable, it needs to be
fleshed out with concrete details. What was the  customer’s
challenge? What capability did they use? What was the result?
Make sure you link the steps together. Your prospects  won’t on
their own. Use  “connect  dots”  advice  from  step  4.
Even anonymous quotes can be convincing if bolstered with
concrete  specifics.  Don’t  just  say,  “clients  tell  us  they  create  
better  campaigns  in  half  the  time.”  Flesh  out  your  example  with  
specifics. You can say quite a bit in 50-60 words.
Instead  of:  “One  client  got  32%  more  click  throughs  even
though  she  spent  3  instead  of  7  hours  on  the  campaign,”  say:
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“A  campaign  manager  in  Milwaukee  got  32%  more  click  
throughs  once  she  started  using  our  software.  She  said:  ‘not  
having to [insert the relevant specific] cut 4 out of the 7 hours I
used to spend setting  up  a  campaign.’  ”  
That’s  40 words.

The best stories come from sales and services staff who interact
directly with customers. Eliminate friction by not requiring
them to write stories up. Record interviews and edit later. Make
regular calls to these frontline players. Ask why clients chose
your solution. Why did prospects go shopping for a solution?

Concrete details make stories more memorable and credible—
and not just for your audience. Your salespeople also remember
stories they can visualize better than colorless ones. It is easier
for salespeople to omit details than to add them, so capture the
color in your story collection.

Note: In Influence, Robert Cialdini points out a surprising
benefit of asking your customer just after they agree to buy
why they decided to buy your solution: The simple act of
sharing their reasons with you cements their commitment to go
ahead. So ask and capture the stories.

Link specific stories to specific slides and make a list of missing
stories to collect.
Gather stories that make pain tangible
Some applications replace work that used to be done in custom
spreadsheets.  These  companies  refer  to  “Excel  hell”  assuming  
the audience knows exactly what they mean.  Don’t  make  that  
mistake. Prepare a few quick examples of the types of mistakes
people made in Excel and what it cost them make the pain
tangible.
Always be collecting
It’s  a  challenge  collecting  customer  success  stories.  Big  name  
companies refuse to let you reference them publically.
Customers  who’ve  achieved  significant  results with your
solution  don’t  want  to  tip  their  competition  off.  But  if you
develop a story collecting culture, you'll be surprised at what
you'll reap.
Start by collecting unattributed stories. You can use them
productively and you'll learn which ones you want to lobby to
get attribution for.
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Ask your support group to query callers about what they like
best about your solution or how it helps them do their job. If
their calls are recorded it'll be easy to capture the specifics. Ask
everyone to report whenever clients are surprised by
something we tell them. Surprises are valuable nuggets to
embed in your presentation.
Make it part of your sales and marketing culture to build this
story library. Record several senior salespeople giving your
presentation. Run a competition at your sales meeting. Capture
new stories you hear.
And remember: don't drain the vitality from these stories just
to store them compactly.
Don’t  hand  an  elegant  but  sterile  sales  presentation  to  a  new  
salesperson. With an  arsenal  of  stories,  they’ll  not  only  present  
better, they’ll  be  more credible in other sales interactions.
If you collect enough stories, tag them by relevant
characteristics like market segment, buyer, value achieved, and
differentiator so salespeople can easily add more to their
presentations.
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Summary

About Kathryn Roy

Not every sales interaction requires a formal presentation. But
prepared slides help when dealing with complex or intangible
concepts. They help maintain interest and underscore points
when what you have to say takes more than a few minutes.

Kathryn has over 25 years of experience helping successful and
fast growing B2B companies including IBM, Constant Contact,
Avid, AT&T, McKesson, and dozens of other technology
companies.

Because prospects will infer from the quality of your
presentation  what  it  will  be  like  to  work  with  you,  it’s  worth  
investing to make yours relevant, clear, and compelling.

Prior to Precision Thinking, Kathryn was CMO on the executive
team that took Phase Forward through its turnaround and
successful IPO.

The process of sharpening messages through development of a
sales presentation can improve how salespeople communicate
with prospects even if the slide deck is rarely used in sales calls.
It can produce graphics to convey concepts and help structure
messages by market segment. It can help new salespeople and
channel partners get onboard faster.

As GM, Kathryn helped build a $100 million nationwide Internet
service for BBN Planet (later Genuity).

Use these tips to help you take a fresh look at your sales
presentation and make it more engaging.
Start with a solid understanding of what prospects think today,
what you want them to think or do afterwards, and what
impediments stand in the way of effecting that transition.
Distinguish which reasons-to-buy and what attributes resonate
with each market segment and buyer role.
Align your content to your sales challenge. Revamp your titles,
content, and organization as needed. Keep your company
information brief and relevant.
Ask graphic designers for simple, professional templates. Be
explicit about what you are trying to convey with an image so
they can suggest alternatives rather than just refine your initial
concept or insert an innocuous image.

Kathryn has published in HBS Working Knowledge, Marketing
Profs, Guidestar, and Mass High Technology.
She speaks at conferences and events on Getting Messaging
Right.
She consults and conducts workshops to help marketing and
sales organizations produce messages, strategies, and tools that
drive sales.

Comments or questions?
Reach Kathryn Roy at 617 548 9240 or
Kathryn@precisionthinking.com

Share this book

And improve and expand your story collection so salespeople
have relevant tales to tell.
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Recap of advice

Here's a checklist for future reference.

Review and revise your story

Im

Step 1: Clarify the objective and context
Step 2: Extract and revise, or craft an outline
Align your content with your sales challenge
Are you overemphasizing some points?
Are you underemphasizing points?
Are you missing any key items?
Are there points you can omit?
Step 3: Reorganize to reduce confusion
Are your slides in the right order?
Can you reduce confusion through more intuitive
structures?
Step 4: Connect dots so your audience gets the picture

Improve the telling

Step 5: Make your titles work harder
Start the excitement on the title page
Step 6: Build more impact in slide content
Keep it about them
Can you convey it clearly in fewer words?
Eliminate non-essential points
Break long lists into natural groupings
Can graphics or tables say it better?
Avoid non-generic product names and other jargon
Step 7: Ensure graphics reinforce the take-away
Simplify unnecessarily complicated graphics
Avoid pointless graphic detail
Eliminate innocuous graphics that only add clutter
Simplify your template
Step 8: Clean up company background slides
Avoid making claims.
Keep it short and professional
Cover it later

Arm your salespeople
Step 9: Build intrigue into your transitions
Step 10: Stock up on stories
Don’t  shortchange  your  stories  by  leaving  out  details
Gather stories that make pain tangible
Always be collecting
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